Abstract-In this paper we introduce a novel framework for expressing and learning force-sensitive robot manipulation skills. It is based on a formalism that extends our previous work on adaptive impedance control with meta parameter learning and compatible skill specifications. This way the system is also able to make use of abstract expert knowledge by incorporating process descriptions and quality evaluation metrics. We evaluate various state-of-the-art schemes for meta parameter learning and experimentally compare selected ones. Our results clearly indicate that the combination of our adaptive impedance controller with a carefully defined skill formalism significantly reduces the complexity of manipulation tasks even for learning peg-in-hole with submillimeter industrial tolerances. Overall, the considered system is able to learn variations of this skill in under 20 minutes. In fact, experimentally the system was able to perform the learned tasks without visual feedback faster than humans, leading to the first learning-based solution of complex assembly at such real-world performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Typically, robot manipulation skills are introduced as more or less formal representations of certain sets of predefined actions or movements. There exist already several approaches to programming with skills, e.g. [1] - [3] . However, the need for parameterization results in a manual tuning phase to find satisfactory parameters for a specific skill. Depending on the particular situation various parameters need to be adapted in order to account for different environment properties such as rougher surfaces or different masses of involved objects. Within given boundaries of certainty they could be chosen such that the skill is fulfilled optimally with respect to a specific cost function. This cost function and additional constraints are usually defined by human experts optimizing e.g. for low contact forces, short execution time or low power consumption. Typically, manual parameter tuning is a very laborious task. Thus, autonomous parameter selection without the need for complex pre-knowledge, other than the task specification and the robot prior abilities, is highly desirable. However, the problem of automatically tuning control and task parameters for finding feasible, ideally even optimal parameters, is generally considered unsolved in robot skill design.
Well known previous work has already achieved quite remarkable results. In [4] learning motor skills by demonstration is described. In [5] a Reinforcement Learning (RL) based approach for acquiring new motor skills from demonstration is introduced. [6] , [7] employ RL methods to learn motor primitives that represent a skill. In [8] supervised learning by demonstration is used in combination with dynamic movement primitives (DMP) to learn bipedal walking in simulation. An early approach utilizing a stochastic realvalued RL algorithm in combination with a nonlinear multilayer artificial neural network for learning robotic skills can be found in [9] . In [10] , guided policy search was applied to learn various manipulation tasks based on a neural network policy. Such modern methods clearly yield good results, however, a typcical practical drawback is still their large demand for computational power and memory, e.g. in terms of GPUs and computing clusters. Also, learning times are typically rather large with some exceptions that can e.g. be found in [10] .
Specifically, in order to execute complex manipulation tasks such as inserting a peg into a hole, soft robotics controlled systems like Franka Emika's Panda [23] or the LWR III [24] are the system class of choice. Early work in learning impedance control, the most well-known softrobotics control concept, is for example introduced in [25] . More recent work can be found in [26] , [27] . Here, the former focuses on human-robot interaction, while the latter makes use of RL to learn controller parameters for basic real-world tasks. In [28] basic concepts from human motor control were transferred to impedance adaptation.
Our approach bases on several well established concepts and connects them in a novel way to overcome aforementioned limitations. Soft robotics control [29] is our basis in terms of hardware and fundamental capabilities, i.e. the embodiment, enabling us in conjunction with impedance control [30] to apply the idea of learning robot manipulation to rather complex problems. We further extended our adaptive impedance control from [31] . It adapts both Cartesian stiffness and feed-forward wrench during execution, depending on the adaptive motion error and based on four interpretable meta parameters per task coordinate. From this follows the question how to choose these meta parameters with respect to the specific environment and problem at hand. To finally unify all these aspects we introduce a novel robot manipulation skill formalism that acts as a meaningful interpretable connection between problem definition and real world. Overall, its purpose is to reduce the complexity of the solution space of a given manipulation problem by applying a well designed, however still flexible structure. When applied to real-world tasks this structure is supported by an expert skill design and a suitable quality metric for evaluating the skill execution. The reduction of complexity is followed by the application of machine learning methods such as CMA-ES [32] , Particle Swarm Optimization [33] and Bayesian optimization [34] to solve the manipulation problem not directly on motor control level but in meta parameter space.
In summary, we hypothesize that learning manipulation is expected to be significantly more efficient and versatile if we make use of local intelligent behavior such as adaptive impedance controll and a well structured skill formalism, essentially encoding abstract expert knowledge. These could be interpreted as the physics grounded computational elements that receive more abstract commands like goal poses and translate them into basic joint torque behaviors. In this, we draw inspiration from the way humans manipulate their surroundings, i.e. not by consciously determining the muscle force at every time step but rather making use of more capable computational elements [35] . As a particular realworld example to support our conceptual work, we address the well-known and researched, however, in general still unsolved (for some real-world cases 0.1 mm tolerance) [20] peg-in-hole problem. Especially speed requirements and accuracy in terms of tolerances still pose significant challenges even when programmed by experts. Different approaches to this problem class are devised. Table I depicts a representative selection of works across literature aiming to solve peg-in-hole and categorizes them. As can be seen, insertion times greatly depend on the problem difficulty. Although, one can summarize that modern control methodologies outperform previous approaches. Furthermore, one can observe that learning time has significantly decreased over time with the need of vastly increased computation power and storage increase. In summary, our contributions are as follows.
• Extension of the adaptive impedance controller from [31] to Cartesian space and full feed-forward tracking.
• A novel meta parameter design for the adaptive controller from [31] based on suitable real-world constraints of impedance controlled systems.
• A novel graph-based skill formalism to describe robot manipulation skills and bridge the gap between highlevel specification and low-level adaptive interaction control. Many existing approaches have a more practical and high-level focus on the problem, however, a rigorous formulation that is able to directly connect planning with manipulation [1] - [3] was still missing.
• Compare state-of-the-art learning algorithms such as Covariance Matrix Adaptation [32] , Bayesian optimization [34] and particle swarm optimization [33] experimentally within the proposed framework.
• Showcase the performance of the proposed framework for three different (industrially relevant) peg-in-hole problems. We show that the used system can learn tasks complying with industrial speed and accuracy requirements 1 . 1 In the accompanying video it is demonstrated that on average the used robot is even able to perform the task faster than humans.
• In summary, the proposed system is able to learn the tasks in 5-20 minutes at high efficiency in terms of raw computational power and memory consumption. In particular, our entire framework can run on a small computer such as the Intel NUC, while maintaining a real-time interface to the robot and at the same time running the considered learning algorithms. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed adaptive impedance controller. Section III introduces our skill definition and defines the formal problem at hand. In Sec. IV the learning algorithms applied to the problem definition are investigated. In Sec. V, we apply our approach to the well-known peg-in-hole problem. Finally, Sec. VI concludes the paper.
II. ADAPTIVE IMPEDANCE CONTROLLER Consider the standard rigid robot dynamics
where M (q) is the symmetric, positive definite mass matrix, C(q,q)q the Coriolis and centrifugal torques, g(q) the gravity vector and τ ext the vector of external link-side joint torques. Our adaptive impedance control law is defined as
where F f f (t) denotes the adaptive feed-forward wrench.
is an additional predefined type-depended feed forward wrench trajectory that encodes potential prior knowledge, K(t) the stiffness matrix, D the damping matrix and J(q) the Jacobian. The position and velocity error are e = x d − x andė =ẋ d −ẋ, respectively. The dynamics compensator τ r can be defined in multiple ways, see for example [31] . The adaptive tracking error [36] is
with κ > 0. The adaptive feed-forward wrench F f f and stiffness K are
where F f f,0 and K 0 denote the initial values. The controller adapts feed-forward wrench and stiffness bẏ
The positive definite meta parameter matrices α, β, γ α , γ β are the learning rates for feed-forward commands, stiffness and the respective forgetting factors. The learning rates α and β determine stiffness and feed-forward adaptation speed. γ α and γ β are responsible for slowing down the adaptation process, which is the main dynamical process for low errors. Cartesian damping D is designed according to [37] and T denotes the sample time of the controller. Reordering and inserting (5) and (6) into (2) leads to the overall control policy
Ω denotes the percept vector containing the current pose, velocity, forces etc.
A. Meta Parameter Constraints
In order to constrain the subsequent meta learning problem we make use of the following well known constraints that characterize essentially every physical real-world system. For better readability we discuss the scalar case, which generalizes trivially to the multi-dimensional one. The first constraint of an adaptive impedance controller is the upper bound of stiffness adaptation speeḋ
If we assume that K(t = 0) = 0 andė = 0 we may define e max as the error at whichK max = βe 2 max T holds. Then, the maximum value for β can be written as
Furthermore, the maximum decrease of stiffness occurs for e = 0 and K(t) = K max , where K max denotes the maximum stiffness, also being an important constraint for any realworld impedance controlled robot. Thus, we may calculate an upper bound for γ β as
Finding the constraints of the adaptive feed-forward wrench may be done analogously. In conclusion, we relate the upper limits for the meta parameters α, β, γ α and γ β to the inherent system constraints K max , F max ,K max anḋ F max .
III. MANIPULATION SKILL
We define a manipulation skill as a directed graph G consisting of nodes n ∈ N and edges e ∈ E, where the node n ∈ N is called manipulation primitive (MP) and an edge e ∈ E transition. Transitions are activated by conditions that mark the success of the preceding MP. Thus, a set of MPs forms the basis of a skill. A single MP consists of a parameterized twist and feed forward wrench trajectorẏ
These commands are described with respect to a task frame T F . P t , P w are used to generate the desired twist and wrench commands. Note that, in general, there are no restrictions on how the commands are generated as long as they are in accordance with the robot's physical limitations. Moreover, P t , P w ⊂ P n with where P n is the set of all strategy and controller parameters of MP n. We can combine (11) and (12) with (7) to get
Equation (13) describes the complete manipulation primitive and connects the planning level via P n with the robot platform through the desired joint torques τ u . Figure 1 shows the overall concept of the graph G with an additional initial and terminal node. The transition coming from the initial node is triggered by the precondition C pre while the transition leading to the terminal node is activated by the success condition C suc . Furthermore, every MP has an additional transition that is activated by an error condition C err and leads to a recovery node. Note that we do not elaborate on the recovery node, since it is clearly out of the scope of this work.
C suc e i−1 e 1 e m−1 e i
Initial node
Terminal node C err Recovery Fig. 1 : Skill graph G.
Since every MP n can be parameterized individually there exists a superset of MP parameters P N = {P n |∀n ∈ N }. However, it is possible for any number of MPs to share the same setting for specific parameters or at least derive their setting from the same input source. Thus, it is beneficial to define P s as a set of reduced skill parameters compared to P N .
There needs to be a mapping P s → P N which may be done by suitable high-level planning or expert design. It can be approached in multiple ways, see e.g. [38] , however, this is a highly complex topic on its own and thus out of the scope of this paper. For now, we divide P s into two different subsets P c and P l , respectively. The parameters in P c are entirely determined by the context of the skill instance e.g. geometric properties of involved objects. P l is the subset of all parameters that are to be learned. They are chosen from a domain D which is also determined by the context or system capabilities.
When a transition is activated and the active node switches from n i to n i+1 the switching behavior needs to be regulated. Although it is possible, we do not consider backwards directed transitions in this work since this would introduce another layer of complexity to the subsequent learning problem that is out of the scope of this paper.
Evaluation: In order to evaluate skill execution in terms of a success indicator and a predefined cost function we define the following learning metric.
Definition 1 (Learning Metric): Q denotes the set of all 2−tuples (w, f q (Ω(t)) with 0 < w < 1 and the result indicator r = {0, 1} where 0 denotes failure and 1 success. Let q = i w i f q,i (Ω(t)) ∀ (w i , f q,i (Ω(t))) ∈ Q be the cost function of the skill. Here, f q,i is a scalar value that is interpreted as a cost and w i are weighting factors. This metric is evaluated at the end of a task execution and can be used by a learning algorithm. Note that the learning metric is designed according to the task context and potential process requirements. Examples for the peg-in-hole skill would be the insertion time or the average contact forces during insertion.
There exist other relevant works that make use of manipulation primitives such as [39] , [40] in which MPs are used to switch between specific situation dependent control and motion schemes. They are composed to MP nets in order to enable task planning. Similar approaches can be found in [41] , [42] . However, these works utilize a more complicated formalism which is difficult to adapt to a learning problem.
A. Case Study: Peg-in-Hole
In the following, the well-known, however, still challenging peg-in-hole skill is described with the help of the above formalism as a case study. Figure 2 shows the graph of the skill including the manipulation primitives.
As basic manipulation strategy f mp (see Eq. (13)), we choose a strategy that is capable of generating a trapezoidal velocity profile in translation and rotation based on a given goal pose T g . It also accepts a constant twistẋ g which moves the robot in the given direction. Note that T g andẋ g are mutually exclusive i.e. only one can be provided. Furthermore, the strategy can apply a constant feed forward wrench F g and superimpose the velocity twist with a sinusoidal oscillation with amplitudes a ∈ R
[6×1] and frequencies ω ∈ R [6×1] . In summary, the strategy parameter set is thus defines as
As a general rule, all goal parameters are assumed to be zero except when explicitly stated otherwise.
The basic strategies for the peg-in-hole skill are parameterized as shown in Tab. II. The indicees indicate the respective direction in Cartesian space i.e. x, y, z in translation and φ, χ, ψ in rotation. The complete set of skill parameters including controller parameters is then given by
x max is the maximum speed, s is a desired speed factor, f c a desired feed forward contact force and a t , a r , ω t , ω r parameterize the superimposed oscillation. T a denotes an approach pose and can be derived from the given estimated hole pose T h , an initial alignment φ init and the hole depth d. T h assumes the orientation from T h and the current position. Furthermore, a region of interest (ROI) is defined which indicates the valid workspace for the skill. The conditions C suc , C err , C pre and the event conditions e are denoted in Fig. 2. IV. PARAMETER LEARNING In this Section we discuss state of the art learning methods on meta learning level, i.e., methods for finding the right (optimal) parameters for solving a given manipulation task. Specifically, we evaluate Bayesian optimization, covariance 
n 5 0ẋg,z = sẋmax 0 ax = at ay = at a φ = ar aχ = ar ωx = ωt ωy = ωt ω φ = ωr ω ψ = ωr matrix adaptation, particle swarm optimization and latin hypercube sampling. The execution of a particular learning algorithm until it terminates is called an experiment, a single evaluation of parameters trial.
A. Requirements A potential learning algorithm will be applied to the system defined in Sections II and III. In particular, it has to be able to evaluate sets of parameters per trial in a continuous experiment. Since we apply it to a real-world physical manipulation problem, the algorithm will face various challenges that result in specific requirements.
1) Generally, no feasible analytic solution is available 2) Gradients are usually not available 3) Real world problems are inherently stochastic 4) No assumptions are possible on minima or cost function convexity 5) Violation of safety, task or quality constraints has to be considered 6) Significant process noise and many repetitions are present 7) Low desired total learning time is to be achieved Thus, suitable learning algorithms must provide a numerical black-box optimization and cannot rely on gradients. Also, stochasticity must be regarded and the method has to be able to optimize globally. Finally, it should handle unknown and noisy constraints and must provide fast convergence rates. Table III lists several groups of state-of-the-art optimization methods and compares them with respect to above requirements. In this, we follow and extend the reasoning introduced in [43] . Clearly, most algorithms do not fulfill the necessary requirements. Note that for all algorithms there exist extensions for the stochastic case. As comparing all algorithms is certainly out of the scope of the paper we focus on the most classical representatives of the mentioned classes.
B. Comparison and Suitability
TABLE III: Suitability of existing learning algorithms with respect to the desired properties no gradient (NG), stochasticity assumption (SA), global optimizer (GO) and unknown constraints (UC).
Method
NG SA GO UC Grid Search
Generally, gradient-descent based algorithms are unsuitable. Grid search, pure random search and evolutionary algorithms typically do not assume stochasticity and cannot handle unknown constraints very well without extensive Init n 1 : Approach n 3 : Fit n 4 : Align n 5 : Insertion Fig. 2 : Peg-in-hole skill graph. Dashed arrows denote velocity commands, solid ones feed forward wrench commands. T is the current pose of the robot and U defines a small environment around a given pose. Note that e 1 and e 4 enforce a conditional transition on the termination of the MPs strategy.
knowledge about the problem they optimize, i.e. make use of well-informed barrier functions. The latter aspect applies also to particle swarm algorithms. Only Bayesian optimization (BO) in accordance to [44] is capable of explicitly handling unknown noisy constraints during optimization.
Although it seems that Bayesian optimization is the most suited method to cope with our problem definition some of the other algorithm classes might also be capable of finding solutions, possibly even faster. Thus, in addition, we select Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES) [32] and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [33] for comparison. Furthermore, we utilize Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) [45] (an uninformed sampler) to gain insights into the difficulty of the problems at hand. For BO we made use of the spearmint software package [44] , [46] - [48] and use predictive entropy search with constraints (PESC) [49] as acquisition function. Further work on CMA-ES can be found in [50] .
V. EXPERIMENTS Experimentally we investigate the learning methods selected in Sec. IV and compare them for three different pegin-hole variations for the introduced skill formalism and controller, see Sections II and III.
A. Experiment design
The experimental setup consists of a Franka Emika Panda robot [23] that executes the following routine:
1) The robot grasps the object to be inserted.
2) A human supervisor teaches the hole position which is fixed with respect to the robot. The teaching accuracy was below 1 mm. 3) A learning algorithm is selected and executed until it terminates after a specified number of trials. 4) For every trial the robot evaluates the chosen parameters with four slightly different (depending on the actual problem) initial positions randomly derived from the taught position in order to achieve a more robust result. We investigated three variations of peg-in-hole as shown in Fig. 3 , a key, a puzzle piece and an aluminum peg. The meta-parameters and skill parameters were learned with the four methods introduced in Sec. IV.
The parameter domain (see Tab. IV) is the same for most of the parameters that are learned in the experiments and can be derived from system and safety limits which are the maximum stiffness
T , the maximum stiffness adaptation speedK max = 5000 N/ms 1
[1×3] 500 Nm/rads 1 [1×3] T , the maximum allowed feed forward wrench and wrench adaptation 
T . The domain of the learned parameters P l is derived from these limits and is shown in Tab. IV.
In the following the specifics of the three tasks shown in Fig. 3 are explained.
• Puzzle: The puzzle piece is an equilateral triangle with a side length of 0.075 m. The maximum rotational amplitude of the oscillatory motion is a r = 0.09 rad. The hole has depth of d = 0.005 m. The tolerances between puzzle piece and hole are < 0.1 mm and there are no chamfers.
• Key: The lock has depth of d = 0.0023 m. Since the lock and the key have chamfers to make the initial insertion very easy we omit learning of the initial alignment ϕ init and set it to ϕ init = 0 rad. 0.0175 rad. Due to the very small hole no deliberate initial pose deviation was applied.
• Peg: The aluminum peg has a diameter of 0.02 m and the hole depth 0.035 m. The tolerances are 0.1 mm and there is a 0.5 mm chamfer on the peg. The maximum rotational amplitude of the oscillatory motion is a r = 0.035 rad. The hole has no walls which results in a higher chance of getting stuck during insertion further increasing the difficulty. The learning algorithms are configured as follows.
• LHS: The parameter space is sampled at 75 points.
• CMA-ES: The algorithm ran for 15 generations with a population of 5 individuals and an initial standard deviation of σ 0 = 0.1. The initial centroid was set in the middle of the parameter space.
• PSO: We used 25 particles and let the algorithm run for 3 episodes. The acceleration constants were set to c 1 = 2 and c 2 = 2.
• BO: The algorithm is initialized with 5 equally distributed random samples from the parameter space. As cost function for all three problems we used the execution time measured from first contact to full insertion. A maximum execution time of 15 s was part of the skill's error condition. In case the error condition was triggered we added the achieved distance towards the goal pose in the hole to the maximum time multiplied by a factor.
B. Results
The performance results can be seen in Fig. 4 . The blue line indicates the mean execution time per trial averaged over all experiments. The grey area indicates the 90 % confidence interval.
The results show that all four algorithms are suited to a certain degree to learn easier variations of the peg-inhole task such as the puzzle and the key. However, it has to be noted that Bayesian optimization on average finds solutions not as good as the other methods. Furthermore, the confidence interval is notably larger. It also terminates early into the experiment since the model was at some point not able to find further suitable candidates. This might indicate a solution space with high noise and discontinuities that is difficult to model.
The comparison with LHS also indicates that the complexity reduction of our formal approach to manipulation skills makes it possible to find solutions with practically relevant execution times by sampling rather than explicit learning. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the results for the most difficult peg-in-hole variation. We do not include the results of BO since it was not able to find a solution in the given time frame. The plot showing the LHS results indicates the high complexity problem. Random sampling leads to feasible solutions, however, the confidence interval is too large to conclude assurance. PSO achieves better solutions, yet it also has a very large confidence interval. CMA-ES outperforms both methods and is able to find a solution that is better in both terms of absolute cost and confidence.
Considering the best performing algorithm CMA-ES a feasible solution for any of the tasks was already found after 2 − 4 minutes and optimized after 5 − 20 minutes depending on the task, significantly outperforming existing approaches for learning peg-in-hole, see Tab. I. Note also that with the exception of BO no noteworthy computation time was necessary.
VI. CONCLUSION In this paper we introduced an approach to learning robotic manipulation that is based on a novel skill formalism and meta learning of adaptive controls. Overall, the proposed framework is able to solve highly complex problems such as learning peg-in-hole with sub-millimeter tolerances in a short amount of time, making it even applicable for industrial use and outperforming existing approaches in terms of learning speed and resource demands.
Summarizing the results we conclude that the application of complexity reduction via adaptive impedance control and simple manipulation strategies (skills) in combination with the right learning method to complex manipulation problems is indeed feasible. The results might further indicate that methods supported by a certain degree of random sampling are possibly better suited for learning this type of manipulation skills than those relying more on learning a model of the cost function. These conclusions will be investigated more thoroughly in future work.
Although we believe our results are promising in that we are capable of learning specific challenging tasks within a short amount of time, we still see major challenges in robotic manipulation learning at large. For example, reaching human-level generalization capabilities with respect to once learned tasks is still far from solved. Moreover, fusing tactile control with vision feedback into a single framework has to be done. Finally, the unsolved problem of automatic skill construction could be approached by making use of a taxonomy of manipulation skills and learning the specification according to the situation at hand.
Clearly, the next steps we intend to take are the application of our framework to other manipulation problem classes and the thorough analysis of the generalization capabilities of the system to similar, however, yet unknown problems.
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